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—RAILROADS SIGNALS— 

Railroad Signalling is important not only 
on the score of safety but also of Economy. 
On a railroad of small (and especially of in-
frequent) traffic, the consideration is mainly 
that of safety, but the necessity even for  • 
safety is not always felt until the traffic be-
COMe  fairly frequent. When safety demands 
signals on account of frequent trains, it is 
almost sure that it very soon will be found 
that a satisfactory system of signals allows a 
very considerable increase of traffic beyond 
what would be considered allowable under any 
other conditions of working. 	Trains can be 
run more frequently when those in charge of 
a train know completely whether the track a-
head of them is clear or not, and to show this 
is one of the important fenctions of signalling. 
It is fortunate on the whole that railroad 
managers may properly look at it that a system 
of signals demanded by safety, will at an early 
date be justified also on the score of operat-
ing convenience and economy. 

Signals serve two main purposes: 
1, to indicate conditions as to positions 

of trains — 
2, to indicate conditions otherwise, 

mainly as to positions of tracl:s. 
Signals in either of these cases may be 

intended — 
a, to give information (informatory), 
b, to  direct the movements of trains (manda-
tory. 

Signals of some same sort have been used 
for an indefinite period to indicate the posi-
tions of switches, targets being very common 
for this purpose, and of various forms; track 
signals indicating the positions of trains 
were very early used in some localities, but 
were not at first adopted generally, and are 
not yet in complete use. 

Correct modern practice has demanded that 
at switches and crossings there should be sig- 
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nals for information and protection, and that 
they should be not only of ap7roeed cutward 
form, hut, in addition, so ilei.e .rlocked with 
each other that it becomes a mechanical impos-
sibility that two conflicting signals should 
be given, and also, in general, by the use of 
n derailing switch a train passing a signal at 
danger is thrown' off the track and into the 
ditch so that it is an impossibility that two 
trains should cone in contact with each other 
even by disobeying signals (on single track 
lines for instance it is evidently impossible 
to absolutely prevent a collision). 	Such an 
arrangement constitutes what is called "Inter-
locking". 

nodern practice also demands, that a line 
of railroad shall be divided into short sec-
ticna (often a mile long) called "blocks", and 
that no following train shall enter any block 
until the preceding train has passed to a 
point of safety without the block. 	This con- 
etiates what is celled "Block Signalling". 
"Interrlocting" at yards or sidings generally 
becomes a material feature in a system of 
"Block Signalling" but "Interlocking" gay fre- 
quently be introdaeed independently. 	It is 
reasonable and appropriate therefore to first 
consider Interloching. 

InterloceinL. 
In en interlocking system, any switch or 

signal can be roved only by an operator in a 
tower (generally) who operates (by means of 
levers) all the switches and signals of the 
system. 	Furthermore, the ceeeator (sonotiwes 
more than one) has at any time, the choice of 
comparatively few movements of eeitches or sig-
rale, being restricted to those only which are 
safe, (=del,  conditions eristine7 at that time) 
regard being had to ell other signals and ace-
nues of travel which already allow the passage 
of trains, 	Mechanical arrangements are in- 
troduced such that the movement of a lever by 
the operator not only throws a switch or moves 
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a signal, but also acts upon various other 
levers for throwing other switchap and signals 
in such a way as to lock thsm ao that the 
other levars cannot be moved. 	This inter- 
locking is arranged in such a way that con-
flioting or unsafe combinations of switches or 
signals are made mechanically impossible. An 
incompetent or carelesa operator (or a blind 
man, as it is said) can at the worst produce 
a condition whera train movements become im-
possible but cannot produce a condition where 
conflicting sianals will be shown, nor where 
traina can come in collision unless in a sin-
gle track, which necessarily allows pasaage In 
both directions if in either, and here even no 
conflicting signals will be posaible; but on 
singly track if signals are disobeyed, a head 
on collision or a rear and collision is clear-
ly possible,  but not a crossing collision. 

The scheme of interlocking will be under-
stood better by reference to the simple case 
of a double track crossed by a double track, 
as shown in Plate 4. 	In accordance wath gen- 
eral practice, the normal condition is that 
all home signals are set at danger distant 
signals at caution and all switches (derailing 
snitches) are open (or set to throw a train) 
into tha ditch. 

A derailing switch, in its more common 
form, is essentially a split switch which 
leads, not to a side track or turnout, but only 
far enough to cause derailment. 	Ordinarily 
if the derailment is to be to the right, the 
track or stock rail is bent to the right, and 
the right hand switch rail placed to fit close 
against it. 	The switch rod is attached to 
the switch  rail and is connected with a switch  • 
stand or 'Agora generally with the switch tower 
faon which the various switches and signals 
ara thrown. The loft hand switch rail is un-
necessary and is not us ad when the derailment 
is provided for to the right. 

Plate 1 shows the point only of a derail- 
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ing switch and with it a hoele signal on the 
high post, a dwarf signal near the base of the 
post and a machine for operetinc the switch, 
but which need not be further referred to here, 
A similar derail, differing in detail, however, 
and working on the principle of the Whereon 
switch and known as the Wharton derail is 
shown in Plate 2. 	The short rail at the ex- 
treme right engages the tread of the car wheal 
so that the flange is carried over the right 
hand rail of the track, being melded to the 
right by the switch rail proper. 	A "scotch 
block", shown in Plate 3, is sometimes used as 
a derailing device. 

Referring to Plate 4, suppose a train to 
approach from the west. 	Before it is allowed 
to pass over the crossing it is necessary: 
(a) that the derailing switch 6 should.be 
closed (or set for the again track); (b) that 
the "home eienal" 4 should go to the "all 
clear" or "safety poeitionn; and (c) that the 
distant signal 3 should also go to "safety". 
A clear distant signal authorises the train to 
proceed at full apeod; a train may pass the 
distant signal 3 when it shows "caution" (the 
reverse ofsafetyn) but in this case it must 
be under complete control as it approaches the 
home signal 4, which it is not allowed to pass 
unless this shows "safety". 	If the engineer 
should disobey this signal, and reach the 
switch 6, he either goes into the ditch if the 
derailing switch is open, or if this be closed, 
he passes the crossing, necessarily in safety 
for the reason that it is Impossible for any 
conflicting train to reach the crossing when 
the zwiteh 6 is set for the main track, be-
cause the "witches 5 and 7 must of necessity 
be open (into the ditch); the levers are in-
terlocked to secure this result. 	Until  some 
train approaches, levers 5,6,7,8 are the only 
levers free to be moved. 	In order to proper- 
ly pass a train from W to E, the operator 
throws (a) lever 6, (b) lever 4 and (0) lever 
3. When the operator throws lever 6, proper 
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connections from tower to switch cause the 
switch 6 to be thrown, so that it is "closed ,' 
(set for the main line). 	Throwing the lever 
6 also acts upon the interlocing in the tower 
so that the conflictin3 levers for switches 5 
and 7 are locked, and are no longer free to 
:ewe. 	The switch 8 ne::c1 not be locked since 
a 4;1-sine...lay safely pass from 53 to W I  while a 
train is passing from W to 2. 	Throwing the 
lever 6'aleo acts upon the interlocking noch-
anisa in elech  a way that the "home signal" 4 
may now be thrown to "saf9ty" as is safe and 
Proper. 	When 4 is thrown to" safety" it is 
necessary that the switch 6 should remain set 
for the main track. 	Accordingly throwing the 
lever 4 locks lever 6 in its reversed position 
and also releases the lever 3 so that the dis-
tant signal 3 may be set at "safety" es is 
proper. 	Throwine: lever 3 in a similar way 
throws signal 3 to "all clear" snd locks 4 in 
the reversed position ("all clear".) In the 
normal condition 5,6,7,8 were the only levers 
free to move. 	Levers  5  and 7 have been lock- 
ed by throwing 6. 	It is evident then that 
the conflicting levers 6,4,5,7,1,2,11,12 are 
all locked, and the normal condition can be 
again reeched only by a reverse process by 
moving in the order named levers 3,4,6. 

A convenient and systematic way of for-
muleting the requirements in this cage is to 
make two tables, the first, celled the "combi-
nation sheet" is to show what levers are to be 
moved, ana in their proper order, so as to 
Pass a train in eac:e direction, as is shown on 
Plate 4. 

This should be followed by a "table of 
interlocking" in which (1) signifies lever 1 
in its reversed eosition and 1 si7nifies lever 
1 in its normal position. 	(2) signifies 
lever 2 in its reversed position and other 
levers in the same way. 	This table of re- 
quirements is furnisheJ to the eLenufacturers 
and they design their interlockin7, machine ac- 
cordinely. 	The Table of Interlocking is also 
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shown on Plate 4. 	The derailing switch (for 
example 6) is pieced commonly from 300 to 500 
feet from the crossing, more frequently the 
former on level or nearly level track. 	The 
hone eienal (for exempla 4) is placed about 50 
to 900 feet further back, end the distant sig-
nal (for example 3), 1200 to 2000 ft. or more 
behind the home signal. 	These distances will 
be varied where special arrangements are nec-
essary on account of grade, or physical condi-
tions such as curves, buildings, or anything 
tendine to i7terfere 7ith n• clear view of the 
signels, or soelotieles to secure a satisfactory 
position for the derailing switch, which in 
turn affects the location of the home signal. 

For signals to be used with interlocking 
plants, semenhores ere ahaost universally em-
ployed. They are visible for longer dis- 
tances than any other form of signal used. 	A 
seaphore is a long narrow blade (genaeally 
flat) attached to a post and arranged on a 
pivot or pin so that it elay take either a her-
izontal position or an inclined position, or 
in some cases a vertical or nearly vertical 
position. 	Its length is litely to be between 
4' and 5'6". 	The Philadelphia and Reading 
SsleaDhore is 4'6" long, 11" wide et oetside 
end, taperine to 6" near the /Jost. 	The outer 
end of the home eienal is se ► are (or neerly 
square) nnd tha distont si7nel has its outer 
end notched or fish—tailed. 	Plate 1 shows an 
ordinary home siernel seleaphore; the gist ant 
signpl is very similar except that it has the 
notched end. 

By coluon consent the horizontel position 
of The home signal ineicntes "dancer" and de-
nands"stop" and pereuptorily, for all inter-
locking work (but not alweye with the block 
eignels). 	Similarly the horieontel position 
of the distant signal indicates that '.he home 
signal may be expected to be at danger, 	de- 
mands that the train proceed with "onution" 
end be immediately brought under control. For 
the "safety" or "all clear" or "Proceed" posi-
tion the blade is dropped t:eeouc;h on angle 
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varying (on different railroads) from 45° to 
90 0  fraa the horizontal; in the latter case 
care is taken to have it hang at the side end 
not in front of the post to —hich it is at-
tached; an angle of about 60 0  represents the 
most common practice. 	Plate 5 shows a mast 
with two seeeephores the upper at danger, the 
lower at safety. 	The home sienals are very 
commonly painted red often with a white stripe 
across the blade near the outer end; the dis-
tant eignals are often painted green, and fre-
quently with a white stripe (fish—tailed like 
the end) near the outer end. 	The back of 
either home or distant signals is likely to be 
painted white. 

Dwarf signals of the semaphore type are 
low signals with small anC. short blades; their 
use is generally confined to controlling 
train movements in the direction dieectly op-
posite to the general traffic at the point 
where a dwarf signal is used. 	The dwarf sig- 
nal is frequently placed between the two tracks 
of n double track and the blade made of rubber 
so that it  ;Jay  bend  if  struck by a car step or 
other part of a moving train. 	Piste  1 shows 
a dwarf signal. 	For nielet signals a lamp is 
fixe(1_ to  the  post. 	An iron frame ehich is at- 
tached to  the  semaphore (at  the  other side of 
the  pivot  or  pin  upon which the semaphore 
turns) serves a good purpose es  a  balance to 
the arm; this iron frame  consists  of one or 
of two rings as shown in  Plate  6. 	For the 
home signal a rad glass is pieced in one ring 
(even if there is only one ring) end in such 
position  that  when the blade is horizontal 
(danger) the fixed  light  shines throueh the 
red glass giving the red si7nal for danger, 
which is universally adopted for a danger sig-
nal both for railroads and for various pur- 
poses. 	The indication for safety differs on 
different railroads; some use green. Some 
use nwhiteli (or  common lamp)  light; where 
green  is  used, the fixed light shines through 
green glass placed in the second ring; where 
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white light is used the second ring is unnec-
essary. 	There is evidently a growing tenden- 
cy to favor . he use of a green rather than a 
rhite light for s-fety. 	The 1902 Statistics 
compiled by the Areerican Railway Association 
establishes this feet. 	The objections to the 
white light for safety is that neighborhood 
lights :fay be mietal -.en for signal lights and 
that  a  broken red glass will result in a "safe-
ty"signal being :elven  when  "di.nger" should be 
displayed whereas good practice demands that 
defective apparatus  shall  ems° a danger sig- 
nal to be displayed. 	The  objections to the 
green light ere that  it is  not -risible so far 
or so  clearly  as  the 7hite light  and that it 
is difficult to find  O.  third  color  to use for 
"caution", which is desirable for instance, 
at the distant !signal when  its  semaphore is 
horizontal. 	7xperiuents made with "Nell 
yellow" Bless  have  convinced :aeny railroad men 
of its fitness for this purpose. 	Such exper- 
tents were made  at  the Institute, and were 
considered favorable to its  use. 	The New 
York, New Haven & Hartford has seemed satis-
fied with this combination of green and yellow 
for colors, and other railroads also use them. 
There is  a  probability of their use being 
largely extended. 	Accordingly, the practice 
most favored seems to be to iese red light for 
"danger", green light for "all clear" and yel- 
low light for "caution". 	Por the home signal 
then the red  light  corresponds to the horiaon-
tel position,  oed  the green light to the  in-
clined . (or  the vertical)  eoeition (in inter- 
loching). 	For  the distant  signel the  yellow 
light wrresponds  to  the horizontal  position 
and  the  green  light to the inclined (or  the 
vertical) position. 	Otherwise stated red 
light  indicates  "danger"  or "stop", green in-
dicates  "all  clear" or "proceed" end yellow 
light indicates "caution"  or "proceed under 
complete control". 	Some  roads use red for 
"danger" green for "all clear" enft a  combina- 
tion  of red and green for "caution". 	Many 
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roads still adhere to the oldor practice of 
red light cdangerc white light call clear' ,  and 
green licht "caution". 	As to the position of 
the eignal home or distant, approved practice 
for single or double track railroads is to 
place a post et the right of the track (trains 
run rint-handed) and to have the semaphore 
arm 'eroleot to the right of the post. (This 
will brin- the lints just to the left of the 
Post for night signals). 	In t1 case of an 
interlocked crossing (P.s shown) there will be 
one signal only upon n ms.A. 	In the case of 
a branch or turnout it is customary to put two 
semaphores upon the same mast, soleetimes of 
equal size, solectieles with the larger for main 
line and the smeller for the branch or siding. 
A common arrrlree,ent is for the lepper sie:nal 
to control main line and the lower the side 
line. 	Sometimes three sigrols are placed on 
one mast but this is  less coulmon in  :lore mod- 
ern practice. 	Where three signals are  used 
the practice  is  not  uniform. 

Practice  A. Top signal controls  main or 
fast line. 	Next signal below controls  line 
of next  importance. 	Lowest si7nal  controls 
line of  least Ireportance. 

Practice  B. Top signal controls  main or 
fast line. 	Next  sic:nil below controls side 
line to  Night. 	Following signels control 
side lines towards  the  left in regular order. 

Practice  C. Top  signnl  controls  line to 
extrce:e right. 	Next signel  below  controls 
line next  to this  find to  the left. 	Lowest 
eignel controls  to  extreLle  left. 

For :t  four track ronte t2le  • -Leerangement 
aay be one of two described below. 

1. The semaphore as re mounted.  on 
bracket  posts;  where the  t_  ins run as indi-
cated in  Plate 7  (Pig.  A),  no errencement of 
signals would bz) as silown in that figure. 	On 
some railroads 4c,1•signnl for the higher speed 
trains would be set at a higher elevation than 
the other (6 or 7 ft. hi. her) ns indionted in 
Plate 8, (F17. 26). 
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Whera the trains run as indicated in Pig. 
B, Plate 7, 	The signals may well be arranged 
the same as in Fig. 1; this is also true for 
the case of three tracks, where the middle 
track is used solaetimol in one direction, 
sometimes in another. 

Another approved arranrenrant is to set 
the signals upon a bridge, in. which case the 
signal is Placed over or nearly over the track 
to be controlled (2 ft. to Might of rint-hand 
rail upon the Baltimore & Ohio). 	Here some- 
times the high speed signal is pla_cel. higher 
tlian the other. 	Distant signals ro7ald be 
mounted in a similar way. 	(All this refers 
to Intarloching and may or mny not apply to 
Bloch Zignals). 

Plates 8 and 9 show various arrangements 
of signals on posts •21(1 on brackets. 

Interlocking is also neoessary, and is 
largely need, at branches, turnouts, rind lune-
tions, anr:. the problem here is somewhat dif-
fer:.nt. 	An example will best illustrate as 
shown in Plata 10. 

Little explanation appears necessary here 
in adition to what is shown on the plate. 
One lever 5 can properly throw two switches RS 
both must be removed to Pass a train from S to 
7, and it is customary to use one lever for 
these two switches. 	Home signal 2 (top) con- 
trols main line Pnd aignal 3 (below) controls 
the branch. 	The more common and best prac- 
tice appears to be for distant signal 1 to aho• 
"all clear" only when 	line is clear. 
Trains, therefore, met always approach with 
"caution" when they intend to take the branch 
line. 	It is not uncommon to omit the distant 
signal 10 as all trains on the branch are ex-
pected alvays to approach the main line with 
caution and under complete control. 

7:odern pls;ctice also demands that all 
"facing point switches" nhall have a eacing 
Point bolt" to Ilahe sure both that the switch 
is fully thrown and also that it shall reLain 
in place ahile the train passes over it. -any 
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railroads among them the" Pennsylvania Lines 
west of Pittsburg" require that the "facing 
point look" shall be thrown by a separate lever 
from that used to throw the switch, and this 
is probably the most advanced practice. 	The 
locking is effected by 1 bolt which passes 
through the rod attached to the switch rails 
near their point, and by which the switch is 
moved. 	The bolt hole is coreetimes ebout half 
way between the rails but the best practice 
probably is to have the bolt hole (or the lock- 
ing) outside the track. 	Plates 11 and 12 
show two forms, the inside end the outside 
locking. 	It is very common, however, in in- 
terlocking to have one lever perEorill several 
functions in connection with the switch, or 
more specifically to (1) remove the bolt, (2) 
throw the switch, (3) bolt the switch in the 
new position, and during the three processes 
mentioned (4) throw the detector - bar. 	The 
detector bar, see Pig. 2, Plate 13i is a long 
bar which is attached to the rail close to the 
switch rail, and has its aaper surface at  the 
level of the rail and is long enough to  reach 
from (heel to wheel of the longest car. 	The 
detector bar is generally operate,;  by  the 
lever for the bolt lock or by the lever for 
the switch and loci: combined; it follows that 
the switch cannot be thrown without raising the 
detector bar, nn(i this cannot be raised  -ahile 
the wheel of ^ny car is over it; it follows 
that the switch can by  no  possibility be care-
lessly thrown while a train is passing over it. 
The ordinary "f- cing point bolt" workeJ alone 
by El lever requires no explanation other than 
by sketeh. 	The "switch and lock motel:.ent" by 
hich one lever does all that is done in con-
nection with thro7ing the switch  requires spe-
cial illustration and explanation. 	Plates 14 
and 15 together show fairly well how the move-
ment is effected by the Standard;J.F.,nal Co.apany. 
The first movement of the cran'a withdraws the 
bolt rle. rlso raises the detector bar. 	. As 
the cr?n'a samatimms continues its movement, it 
acts upon A M which throws the switch, after 
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the continued movement of the crank acts only 
on the detector bar (which drops into its new 
position) and, on the bolt which by its further 
travel, locks the switch in its new position. 
?lutes 17 and 18 show a similar arrangement 
formerly in use by the Johnson Oignal Company, 
and Plates 19 and 20 the same for the Union  ' 
Switch and Siensl Company. 	Some engineers' 
objection to the switch end lock movement is 
that only a short movement is available and 
when the connections are long, it is possible 
that the pipes tray spring enough to allow the 
lever to be thrown home, even When the switch 
has not been thrown enough to allow the locking 
to be effected. 	Therefore, some railroads 
specify a separate lock movement, but even 
this has sometimes failed because of a break 
in a switch connection, so that although the 
switch had not been thrown, the bolt was push-
ed hole, but into the ears hole; an arrange-
ment of square and round holes has been used 
to prevent this. 	Sore competent signal engi- 
neers consider the switch and lock movement 
safe up to 500 feet from the tower. 

An arrangement which is common for the 
purpose of meeting this difficulty is to have 
the -ire (a pipe is sometimes used) to the 
home nignal interlocked (et the switch) with 
the switch rod, so that the home signal cannot 
be thrown to safety unless the switch is in 
rlace. 	such en errangemelt is shown in Plates 
20,21,22,23. 

The connection from switch (or from fac-
ing point lock) to the lever (at the signal 
cabin) is made by pipes, about 1" in diameter, 
usually. 	Bell cranks as shown in Plate 25 
serves to secure change of direction. 	There 
the length is considerable, some provision 
must be made to compensate for expeneion or 
contraction. 	The common arrangement is by a 
Pliny —jack" compensator placed midway between 
lever and switch. 	Plate 25. 	A simple lever 
will serve the purpose, but requires e shift- 
inc of line. 	If circumetances allow a bell 
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aranle at the middle point, this may be made to 
serve the purpose of a compensator. 	The 
ppes run on rollers or pipe caeriers as they_ 
are frequently called, which it seems unnece 
to show here. 

The connection from the signal post to 
the lever, is sometimes msde by pipe, aria this 
probably 

more 	
the best practice, al- 

though more expensive than 13 frequently 
thought desirable. - More commonly the connec-
tion is made by wire. 	Wire, 11:se pipe, ex- 
pands and contracts with temperature. 	It has 

•  been found less simple to secure satisfactory 
compensators for wire, and many of the compen- 

-  sators introduced have failed to prove satis-
factory. 	As a result there has been some in- 
disposition to use thew, and a few years ago, 
one prominent signal company advised dispens-
ing with wire compensators, depending on the 
bending and kinking of the wire to tale up 
slack and yet allow the lever to be pulled by 
straightening out the links. 	Among the forms' 
of compensators used, and made, or recommended 
by rood authorities are a post compensator at 
distent signal, shown in Plate 26, and by 
Plate 27 a compensator it the interlocking 
tower and cis° by the compensattng dwarf sig-
nal shown in Plote 28. 

Cignals are sometimes operateS by a single 
wire, which 13  used to bring the signal to the 
"clear" position, reliance being had upon the 
counterweight to return the signal to danger, 
when the -sire is released. 	It eppearn to be 
reconesized as much better practice to have a 
second  or tl return, wire to act positively 
upon 'Lae signal and assure that it will be 
pulled back to danger. 

Piste 29 shows the arran7ement of counter- 
weight and wires for a wire connected sema-
phore signal and Plate 30 fora pipe connected 
signal, both of these ea arsanged by the Stan-
dard Signal Company. 	Plates 3l and 32 show 
similar arrangements for the Union Switch end 
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Signel Coelpeny. 	Pietas 33 and 34 show brec'e- 
et siEmel, one foe.  pipe connected and one for 
wire connected signels. 

The levers with ;11.ieh tha sienels or 
switches or bolts are connectef,, are :laced 
side by side, or in  e  row in en "inteelocking 
machine" arranged in such a  way that certain 
levers only can be moved at env tide ,  depend-
ing on the position of other levers. 

Pletes 35 and 37 show different views of 
what is known as the "Saxby and Farmer" ma-
chine, as made by the Union Switch and Signal 
Company. 

If the front of the elacIline be the side 
where the levers are placed, then 	inter- 
locking will be effected by the horizontal 
bars shown in Plate 35 at the op of the ma- 
chine and back of  the levers. 	each of these 
bars is connected with one of the levers in 
such a way that when that lever is pulled out-
ward, the bar is carried loneitudinally a 
short distance, JrZi is brought back to place 
when the lever is returned to place. 	Attach- 
ed to each bar are certain lugs or "dogs" ar-
ranged in such a way that they interfere with 
the lugs or "dogs" on certain other bars, pre-
venting these second bars from being moved 
after the first bars have been moved; since 
bars and levers move together the interference 
of lugs prevents alovement of the second  lever 
as well as movement of the second bar. 	Ac- 
tually the "bars" are interlocked; practi-
cally the "levees" are interlocked which is 
the common way of expressing the idea. 	Re- 
ferring to Plate 3.) and 37, the lever cannot 
be moved until the latch is thrown as the 
latch rod bears against a shoulder as shown  in 
Plate 38. 	Throwing the latch, however, raises 
the right hand end (and lowers the left hand 
end) of the 7ockine: link (pivoted in the cen-
tre); a short connecting piece p reeches a 
crenh arm, Plate 37, ettachecl to a square rod 
which rme from front to back under the inter- 
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locking bars; lifting thz )1.ect p causes ro-
tation in the rod which is coP.nected to its 
appropriate bar and trc.s moves the bar along 
a short distance in '.7h1ch »osition it remains 
until the lever ls fully thrown. 	During the 
travel of the lever the rocker is not further 
c.oved, but the ralense of the latch further 
depresses the. left .nd of the vocker, and 
equally raises the right end of thL rocker, 
throwing the interlocing bar further and comm- 
pleting the locking. 	It should be noted that 
the latch movent mov3s 	b'r fr enough to 
interlock n11 bars 7::0 	levers c .7, : ► flict at 
all with the lever thrown, ;.nd it is not until 
the stroke of •hs lever is completed, and the 
latch down, thst the result is accomplished -
not only of locking certain levers, wt also 
of releasing certain other levers wilese Llove-
ment should follow (but nev::, ,r prec:de) that of 
the first levers 	This latch movemont accom 
plishing the result stFAed, is called "prelim,- 
inary locking" which 13 valued in this country 
ns an Laportant feature frou the safety stand- 
point. 	Pinto 38 shows a form (The Stevens 
nachine) in uhir!h this feature is laching, and 
which has the merit of greater economy and 
simplicity and makes it suitable for use for 
siding and yarfl work. 	For such 2urr7 .-,es the 
machine is sometimes intarlockzd, sometimes 
not. 	The preliminary locking is considere0. 
essential for -.toad practice in this country, 
but some very large and Important installa-
tions have quite recently bean are in Great 
Britain without this feature. 

A someuhat better idea of the interlock-
ing see,Js de7Arable anO. Plates 39- 40 - 41 --
42  show first P diagram of a single track 
crossing another single. track, to7ether with 
the "combination sheet• or umanipulation 
oh!irt"  .,r.nd the "table of interlochinge or 

shet" on Plte 39. 	Next 	order 
Plate 40 shows by single lines the levers, and 
also by single lines  the bars with which they 
are connected each •nrked here by the same 
nnaper •3 its lever, anci. 71th a 3:111 dot or 
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circle where these lines intersr;ct. The 467 
sheets msde by the switch coaoanies , re essen-
tially the sa:::e :::xcept tilst the bars are num-
bered consecutively from top to bottom so that 
lever 1 connects with bar 2, lever n with bar 
3, lever 7,  bar 1, etc. 

Plate 40 shows the position of the lugs 
or "dogs" with relation to 	cross 7)ieces 
(AB — CD — EP, etc.) 7.7)on which the "Jor7s" 
act, these cross pieces moving backwards or 
forwards when acted upon by the inclined faces 
of ': he dogs attached to 	bars. 	The posi- 
tions  in Plate 40 rre  (a)  normal and (b)  with 
lever  6 ftor '`hz " -orlii.linary locking". 

Plate  41 sowo again tIle  position  of the 
aftr lever  6 is fully th:7own and the 

latch released (17,:in7 complete)  tInd  also 
shows position when lever 5  is  Taso completely 
thrown, 

Plato 42 shmrs  position of  bars after 
still  2urt:1 ,)r  progress  is  AA(E) in throning 
levers. 	The lest  position  is that  of  the 
bars  (or of the  machine)  after all movement 
have been alade to allow  a train to ?pass from 
A  to  B. 	In Plate 39 facing  point  locks are 
used,  and the arrangeuent is  that of the  Union 
Switch  and Signal Company in 1902. 	Plate 44 
shows  an  arrangement pith switch  snd  loch move-
ment  for the  same kind  of  crossing, and is 
taken from a catalorme of the same company 
published in 1889. 

Convenience  J.:1  handling the  levers  is se-
cured  in part  by arranging the levers in suit-
s.ble order, T,-11 in  :idrt by  -: ". , aintinf7 the levers 
(e7:cert  the Jfinisherl.  part of th.L: hancaes) in 
characteristic  colors. 	Th:,) color scheme 
adopted  is as  follows: 

Switch Levers 	Blach. 
Loch  Levers  —  Blue. 
Switch and  Lock Levers  —  Black  smd Blue. 
Home Signal Levers — Rad. 
Distant Signal  Levers  — Grp  n. 
For position  in  the machine the levers 

are numbered from left to  right  the Switch 
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Levers, the Loch Leve . 7s and the Switch and 
Lock Levers are placed in the midele. 	ware 
spaces if any COMB next. 	Hozz Signal Levers 
qre placed outside of these (right and left) 
and at the extremes (right and left) are plac-
ed the Distant Signal Levers. 	The levers for 
the Home and the Distant Sinals which belong 
together are, of course, kept on ne gVUB side 
of the machine. 	Machines are :lads gsnarally 
in groups either of :roar levers  or of it 
levers. A comelete machine will thus have 
BOMB  multiple of four for the number of levers; 
there will often be smre levers  RS the res'tlt. 

The Saxby and Farmer type of machine hal 
'oohing bars lying in  R ha7:1.7:ontal 	Find 
this arranent is favorable for ease and 
lightness of .rorhing and consequent durability. 
When the signal tower is placed between tracts, 
and the space between tracks needs to be kept 
5..s small PS possible, the horisontel arrmge-
ment of bars is wastefUl of room,  and there is 
a clear advantage in arranging the looking 
bars in a. vertical plane. 	Tile Johnson type 
of machine is arrang,ed in this way and Plate. 
45 .shows two views of the Johnson machine. 
The preliminary loc'dng is accomplished in 
much the same way although the rocker Is set 
lower and moves 7ith the lever. 	Plate 47 
shows how the locking is effected, this plate 
showin7 a rear elevation and below the floor. 
The vertical bars are raised by the levers and 
push the horizontal looking bars to the right 
or'left depending upon the arrangement of the 
"dogs" attached to them. 	This arrangement is 
sometimes referred to as ucress—lockingn. 

The National Machine is stailar in type 
to the Johnson and is probably less used, and 
is thought inferior to the Johnson by the 
Union Switch and Signal Company, makers of 
both. 	No cut of this is sho7n here. Plates 
48 — 49 — 50 show a vertical plane machine as 
nade by the Standard nnilroad Signal Company. 
The diagram in Plate 50 shows the same ar-
rangement of tracks as in Plate 47. The nor- 
mal position (A some of the switches is differ- 
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eat lo that the locking she t is slightly dif- 
1  feront. 	The machine is also mesterially dif- 
I  ferent in its details, and less clear than if 

fewer lines were shown. 	*.'It can be made 
clearer by cross—hatching the doge. in red. 
Plate 51 shows a machine of the Sexby and 

i  Farmer type mnde by the Standard Co., which 
also makes a dwarf machine which is interlock- 

'  ed much tha same as in Plots 50. 	The dwarf 
aachines are light cheap machines 'frequently 
set near the treck mad at track level, where 
the service is less important or less critical 
than rhen 9 tower is useel_ or see32 necessary. 

The interlocking thl:.s far shown hes been 
accomplished by levers pulled by hand by a Aan 
or sever el men in the tower. 	With very large 
or iaportant installations, the wort required 
becomes greater than can be satisfactorily per-
formed by manual operation; the working by 
hand on n large scale becoes uneconomical 
also. 	As a result, power operated machines 
have coma into use. 	Some of these are operat- 
ed by electricity, sore by compreasee, air, 
some by a coubinntion of the two. 	The Stand- 
ard Co.  MP I!:6113 a machine w!'ich may be described 
es "all pneuantio". 	In this  machine  the ac- 
•eal leterloCking is purely mechanical, and is 
of the vertical nlane type shown on Plate 47 
or Plate 50. 	The method of interloohing will 
be understood by reference to Plate 53. 	As 
the handle to the left of L is )ulled out, the 
"cam—slot ,' just above the letter I operates 
the vertical rod H which accomplishes the look-
int!. 	The left hand inclined part of the slot 
lowers this vertical rod H enough to accom-
plish the _preliminary locking; the horizontal 
pert of the slat allows further move:Az:It with-
ort affecting Vee locking, rhile the right—hand 
inclined part of the slot further lowers the 
rod H end completes the locking. 	The func- 
tion of the compressed sir is to operate the 
switch or the signal. 	The prellmlnarynmove- 
Lent of the lever also arranges valve L2  se 
that the air passes from the main supply X to 
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the pipe a and through this to the switoh 
where by suitable valves the switch leovement 
is properly effected. 	The lever can as pall- 
ed out only so far as is nlpwed by the pin 
connected with the piston IN which moves In 
the horizontal part of the slot which is di- 
rectly under the letter 	No further move- 
ment is possible until 1;d is free to move, and 
this happens only after the switch and lock 
i7ovenent (at the switch) has been completed, 
when a valve at the switch ellows the air to 
pass into the diaphragm valve R° which in turn 
opens a port so that air can flow from X to i 2 

 which is pushed up and by its action completes 
the stroke of the lever. 	It should be  under- 
stood that the lever is first pulled by hand 
as far as it will eo, and is then left  alone; 
the completion of ',11f.; stroke being left for 
the air to accomplish. 	The operator is thus 
free to go to the next lever needing to be 
pulled. 	During the stroke the piston I has 
been pushed down by lever L. 

For the reverse  movement the action is 
similar. 	The lever is pushed back as far as 
it will go, is restrainer", by I, and the com-
pletion of the switch movement ellows air to 
Pass to I and complete the stroke. 	The com- 
pletion of the stroke also cuts off connection 
from X to a. 	The action at the switch is 
not quite so apparent from the sketch, but can 
be easily explained. 	The slot piece IA has 
two earn slots, one which is clearly shown 
operates the switch; *mother, not visible, 
operates the valve D. 	Air in a operates 

5 
valve R , and opens connection from X to the 
right end of cylinder C pushing the piston to 
the left; M goes with it. 	The stroke of M 
may be considered in three parts. 	The first 
Part serves to withdraw the switch bolt and 
also acts on valve D closing connection be-
tween w end y, while u and v are open to the 
atmosphere; the middle part of the stroke of 

throws the switch but does not act upon the 
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valve D; 	he third part of the stro be of M 
thrown the bolt and lochs the switch, and Im-
mediately following this it acts on the valve 
D to establish connection between v 9. Y. 
The air in pipe a then flows through Ru , d,y, 

r,v, to R
3 

where direct connection is made 
from X to 2' 	The reverse motion is similar. 

Pashing the lever establishes connection from 
X to b, the s/itch 11 theown, and the return 

L., 

conneotion is b, c, w, u to R where connec-
tion is established from X to I. 

T!,, 01 ,7nal moveunt is sieailer, as shown 
in Plate 54. 	Palling the levr 	air 

to a and thus to R3  which mahes connection 
from X to piston Ag, which throws the semre-phore 

to safety. 	It also acts on A3  which cuts off 

connection from e (through B) to n. 	No  return 
action of the air is necessary here as no  ac-
cident will result if tle:, signal reelains at 
danger 'ellen it should (7,e to safety. 	With  the 
return strohe it is different. 	Tire..e 
must surely be at dar7er before other levers 
ara pulled. Accordingly, on the return  move-
ment the lever cannot be pushed completely  in, 
being held by I. 	The eir flows through b  to 

R
2
, and_ thus from X through e to top of  -piston 

A
2 
which restores sel:laphore to danger. 	There 

is no connection from  e  to n until A3  is pull- 

ed e.own (by AO but when this is accomplished, 
then valve B allows air to pass from e  through 
n to RI which opens connection from X to I 
which completes the strehe. 	The action of 
the  valves  in deteil is not  very  clearly  shown 
by  the n?:etches although these aid in giving a 
general idea of such action. 	Plate  55. 
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Tha "All 7iecteicu system has elso eeet 
with considerable favor. 	The form best hnovrn 
at 'eresent is that oade by the Taylor Signal 
Co. 	A general view is shown in Plate 56. 
The locking is, (111.:e the "all pneumeticH) 
eiechanical, of the vertical plene type, rind 
worked by a cam slot. 	Plate 57 together with 
Figs. 3,4,5, of Plates 58 and 59, illustrate 
this very well. 	Figs. 4 and 5 also illus- 
trate the operation. 	The stroke of the lever 
is considered in five positions as is also the 
stroke of the sliding contact block Z as indi-
cated in each case by the figures 1 7 2,3,4,5. 
At position 2 practically nothing is accome. 
plishod except, the preliminary locking. At po-
sition 3, Y acts on K forcing latch L into the 
Fig. 6 1)ocition end ellowing dor/ P to drop in-
to Fig. 5 position while Q has revolved cam N 
into a horizontal position as shorn in dotted 
lines in  Fig. 5. 	The sliding contest block 7 
is neutral, not connecting with either set of 
brishes XX or YY. 	In F position 4, the only 
ohangee of imporance are that  Z connects XX 
and the cam N is rerther revolved into its 
full line uosition of Pig. 5. 	Further moticn 
of the lever is )revented, because t2-1 , 4 projec- 
tion J beers against tooth Q. 	However, the 
electrical connection :UR closes the circuit, 
with the result of throwing the switch (or 
signel); erhen the  switch movement is complet-
ed, (and not before) another circuit is closed, 
passsing through magnet I,  energizing  this and 
lifting armeture T; this carries plunger  11 
end this strikes dog P, throwing this out from 
under latch L which falls ena ellows the handle 
to  be  pulled further out to complete the stroke 
and complete also the interlocking. 	The  term 
uineAaetionft is used  in referring to the final 
return ection which is required before the 
stroke can be completed. 	The moveieent here 
reseeibles that of "all pneexeriticu in that the 
stro'*:e of tha lever cannot be completed until 
tho switoh is oompl6tely thrown. 	In the elec- 
tric Jechine, the completion  of  the stroke is 
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tion of the strobe is seetomatic. 	It apl:ea -ee 
I  hardly worth while at this time to take up 'll 
I  additional electrical arrangements conneced 

with the machine or to describe in detail the 
electric motor placed at the switch; or  at 
the signal post. 	Plate 59 shows a signal 
motor. 	A common method of providing the 
power for these is by a gasolene engine which 
drives a dynamo. 

The Ctandard Co. and the Union Co. have, 
each of them, provided an Hall electric" sys-
tem which are too new to receive special at-
tention (in 1004). 

The itElectric-pneumatico which is shown 
in Plates 60 - 61, has been in successful use 
longer than either the "all pnueeeaticv or the 
l , all electricu. 	The switches and ne signals 
are operated by machines wonerl by compressed 

1  air and located close to the switches or sig.- 
nisi 	The valves regulating the air are oper- 
ated by electricity; 	the electrical connec- 
tions to any switch or signs' are made in the 
tower by turning n handle in the machine to 
right  or left (instead of pulling). 	The in- 
terlocking is purely mechanical. 

The "push-button" machine is P el :oiler 
machine for use where interlocking in not re-
quired; this is the case in distributing  yards 
for instance, end in this case the  simplicity 
of the push-button Aachine allows rapid move-
ment. 	There is a row of buttons above and one 
below the number for any awitch eor  signsl move- 
ment. 	The upper button works  the direct elove- 
ment and the lower button the reverse move- 
ment for the same switch (or signal). 	Plate 
62 serves to illustrate this. 

The work of the machine and  the number of 
levers necessary to secure  a deeired result 
have been reduces'. materially by  tho use of two 
devices, selectors and  indicators. 	The  ac- 
tion of the selector is this; when one of 
several switches, close together, has been 
thrown, the eerts of the "selector" are also 
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acted ueon and put in place so that the signe. 
lever, when pulled will act uaon the signal 
which goes 71th the switch already thrown;  eF 
each switch pipe when 110Ved., arranges the  pailz 
of the selector in a different way, one signa. 
lever -:ill throw either one of several signala, 
dependent on the action of the selector. 
several forms of selectors  are  shown in Plates 
63  —  64 — 6G. 

The  "indicator" is somewhat similar in 
its functions  which  may  be  described as fol- 
lows: Where a turnout leads to several s7itch-
es further on, a  single signal  at the wain 
track will serve to show that the turnout is 
open but  this signal  7111  not alone show which 
of the  further switches is ready for  the train. 
These switches teay be thrown by hand without 
connection  with  any machine. 	A connection is 
made with the signal, however, so that  the 
pipe or wire which 'Forks the signal  will also 
bring into  view  one of  several plates each 
marked with  a number to show which switch is 
open. 

"Block  Signalling"  es  has been stated is 
used to secure the result that a line of rail-
road shall be divided into a series of short 
sections  or  "blocks"  and  that  no following 
train shall enter any "block" until the  pre-
ceding train has passed to a point of safety 
without the "blocki. 	An "absolute" block sys- 
tem requires imperatively that the second 
train shall not enter the block until  directed 
by signal to do  so. 	A  "permissive"  block 
system allows the second train to enter  the 
block under sone circumstances, even when the 
signals indicate that the block is alreadr oc- 
cupied. 	A train enterinS a block under these 
circumstances uust proceed with caution. One 
reason for the use of the "pemissive" block 
system is the possibility  of  signals giving 
false information  owing to  defects  of  appara-
tus,  a result to  be  expected occasionally, cer-
tainly  with automatic  signals and perhaps  with 
others. 	The  block system  is a "space inter- 
val" system where trains are tloe kept a defi- 
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mite distance apart; it differs from a "time 
interval" system, where a second train may 
Pass R given point only when a specified time 
has elapsed after the passage of the first 
train. 	The time interval system is evidently 
not well adopted to secure safety and does not 
now meet with favor. 	It is not thought prof- 
itable to explain apparatus for giving time 
interval signals although some of these are 
ingenious and interesting. 

The simplest form of "block signalling" 
is perhaps the ordinary case of manual block-
ing, where the length of the block is the dis-
tance between telegraph stations and  the tele- 
graph onerators work the signals. Then teains 
are infrequent a long block has little  disad-
7antazes The installations of block  signals 
in this case involves little expense for the 
plant (the signal apparatus) and the expense 
of operating is increased by the wages of an 
increased number of operators together with  a 
small allowance for repairs arel deterioration 
of apparatus. 	(Night operators are necessary 
at every block station). 	The operation of a 
"manual block system" is as follows:- On the 
double track railroad shown in Plate 66, A B 
is a block as arc also B  C  and C D. 	Mien an 
eastbound train approaches A (from W)  the sig-
nalman at A, if there is no train in the block 
A B, sets signal 5 in the "all clear" position. 
The train proceeds as directed (or :es:emitted) 
by the signal, and cs soon as it has paesed4 
the signalman 2uts his signal in the danger 
position, and notifies the signalman to the 
west that the train has passed. When the 
train approa3hes B the signalman gives a clear 
signal 6 if the block B C is clear, and when 
the trainhVoassed B sets signal 6 again at dan-
ger and notifies signalman at A who then sees 
his signal 5 at "all clear" again, and is 
ready to pass the next train from the west 
when it 30a9S. 	Each signalman has a blank_ 
on which he Keeps a record of each train pass- 
ing his station. 	Each train has a number 
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and each enr;ine has a number and it is custo-
mary to enter both numbers in the record. 
Freight trains not regularly scheduled are not 
nuelbered and the engine number serves saffi-
ciently to identify them. 

The record or report may be in the form 
shown wtth Plate 66. 	The first column gives 
the train number; the second, the engine num-
ber; the third is header'. with the name (or 
telegraph call symbol) of the station next 
west (as A), and shows the ttae of departure 
of train from that station;  the  fourth and 
fifth are headed by the naele (or call) of the 
signalman's own station (as B), and the two 
columns show times of arrival and departure 
froa that station; the sixth column is headed 
by th na:ee(or call) of the station next east 
(as 0) and shows the time of  departure  from 
that station. 

The lever by which the signalman operates 
his signal, can be, and generally is, close by 
the table at which he corks. 	The messages 
between stations A and B or between B  and C or 
between C and D can be sent by telegraph  by 
the common "Eorse alphobet, when the signalmen 
are telegraph operators, or by telephone. 	It 
is soiaewhat common in Eneland, and now not  al-
together uncommon here to use belle for messa-
ges between signalmen and "bell codes" are ar-
ranged to corer all questions and answers  nec- 
essary for olnrating the block signals. 	For 
instance — 

1. Achnowleduent of any signal except as 
herein provided  - 

n. All rieht? 	Yes. 2-1 No. 
3. Unlock my lever. 	2-4 Has train clear- 

ed? 
4 Train has entered 3-3-3 Train to you 

block. 	 broken in two. 
4-2 Train has clearer'., etc. 

The advantage of the "bell code" is that 
an inexperienced an can learn the code more 
readily  than  he can learn telegraphing. Men 
able to  operate  by  "boll code" can be  more 
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readily secured or more quickly educated and 
for less wages. 	A phrase is sent by a few 
rings of the bell which makes this system 
rather quicker also. 	An alternative is a 
dial with a needle whose pointer shows whether 
a train has passed the succeeding station or 
not; this is limited in scope. 

The method of communication between sig-
nal stetions may then be (a) telegraph Worse 
alphabet) (b) tell, (c) dial, (d) telephone. 

With a "bell" or "dial" communication it 
is practically necessary that there should be 
special wires from station to station, and 
that the operation of the block system  should 
be  in the hands of the operators at  the  a;a-
tions, thus fixing the responsibility closely 
upon the operator; when the Norse telegraph 
is used tho arrangement may still he the same, 
and  this represents good practice in this mat-
ter. 	Afttantage may be taken, however, of the 
regular  wire used by the train despatcher and 
by agents and operators for the general busi- 
ness of the railroad. 	In this case any mes- 
sage sent can be heard by any cTerator on that 
line, and the train despatcher can, if he 
wishes, have complete knowledge, or even exer-
cise complete control, of all train movements 
from block to block. 	If this is done the 
system differs little from a "train order" 
system, where trains are run by telegraphic 
orders from the despatcher, and a train  passes 
any station or stops at it depending mainly 
whether a "train order" signal is displayed  or 
not. 	The "train order signal" on many roads 
ie of a special form as shown in Plate  66, or 
of some other peculiar form which finds  favor 
with the railroad using it. 	In SOM  cases, 
or in .aany cases a semaphore is used,  but  this 
often differs in for somewhat from the  sena-
phore used for interlocking or perhaps  for 
general block signal work. 	Advanced practice 
asks for a train order signal uniform with the 

ale;nal, so that as the train order sys- 
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teu either merees into n block system, or is 
abandoned for The block system the eql4ipment 
in use can be utilized without chance (or ma-
terial expense) in fitting it into the new 
scheme. 	Plate 67 shows a form of oe:aaphere 
In use on tha A.T. 	St. F. Ry. for :'talon 
Signals or for Block Cignals. 	Plate 68 shows 
a peculiar fora ("boot-jack") used on 'Yee L.S. 
et  M.S. R.R. but this apparently is lesed for 
both Block and for Into eloc:Ang signals. 	The 
diagram explains itself sufficiently. 	Plate 
69 shows the ordinary arrangement for connect- 
ing the levers in the station with 	Berea- 
Phores (one for each direction as east end 
rest). 	Fig. 1 shows a wire connection; Fig. 
2 a ripe connection. 	The levees are of ftif- 
ferant form depending upon 1-iether tl, e opera-
tor is on the ground loor or in the second 
story. 	In this case both signals are on one 
post directly in front of the station. 	A 
better arrengement for train movements is to 
have the signet for nny trein about a train 
length beyond the station, so that a train Lay 
stand opposite the elatform while aweiting a 
clear signal. 	Then used as R train order 
signal only it is aometimes arranged that the 
signal must stand et "danger" except while 
held at usafetyff by the o'neretor. 	Ways are 
frequently found for "beating such  a scheme". 
In the simple system of blocking outlined, en 
aleewnt of danger exises frau the fact  of human 
fallibility. Mile in general it works well, 
occasionally an operator has been foend to dis-
play a clear signal before the train hac left 
the block. ehend. 	This has come ebout soae- 
tiaes through carelessness (or recnessness), 
somettees through maeunderstnnding between the 
signeluen. 

The "Controlled Manual Bloch Systeau came 
into use for the purpose of curing this dif-
ficulty; in this system not only must the sig-
nalman No. 1, rah►  the signaluen ahead No. ?,if 

bloc'.:  ie clear  but  he must aleo cove the 
proper lever (or  similar  crevice) in his ma- 
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chine and by electrical connection act on the 
signal of signalman No. 1., and release a loch 
on it; signalman No. 1 is powerless to clear 
the signal until this is done. 

In order to make the safeguards more cora-
plete, in soele quite modern instruments it is 
made impossible for signalman No. 2 to unlock 
signal No. 1 until the block is actually clear, 
that is until after the train has passed sig-
nal No. 2, and until the train has by electri-
oal connections effected a release of a icck 
in the machine of siam'Iman No. 2. 	A farther 
refinement allows signalman No. 2 to unlock 
sianaI No. 1 only during the time when signal-
man No. 1 is holding his machine in readiness 
to be unlocked by sianalman No. 2. 	The ma- 
chines used for these purposes most commonly 
are the uSyhesu the "Patenalln and the reole-
mann machines, the latter being the latest and 
most elaborate. 	A detailed description of 
this may be found in the book "The I:lock Sys-
tems by B. B. Adana, published by the Railroad 
Gazette, N. Y. 	Another excellent book on the 
subjeet of signals is "Block and Interlocking 
Sianrlsu by W. H. Elliott, published by Loco- 
motive Mgineering. N. Y. 	The details of the 
electrical and mechanical arrangements to se-
cure the results outlined above, are too elab-
orate and complicated to be advantageously 
described here. 

Where the traffic is large the  signal 
stations must be correspondingly close togeth-
er, and signal towers will necessarily be pro-
vided, ahich will be used only for signalling 
Purposes, and the expense for installation, 
for operation and for maintenance will all be-
comes items of consequence, but may easily be 
warranted either on the score of safety, or 
without this, purely on the basis of the in-
creaced capacity for traffic. 	It will be un- 
derstood that  in  this system, the siglala are 
operated by the signalman by mechanical con- 
nections, but are controlled (to secure safety) 
by electrical connections operated in part by 
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the trains themselves. 

control them so that they tae the proper  po- 

priety be named the "Electric  Autor:latic  system" 
since its feature or characteristic  is that 
the train itself establishes electrical  con-
nections which reach the proper signals, and 

sition "safety" "caution" or "danger " , the 
work of moving the signals being accomplished 

The "Automatic  System"  right with pro-
priety 

 weights, by gas pressure, or by electric de-
vices (magnets or motors) or some other force 
conveniently arranged. 	The signals are moved, 
however, without any direct or imme ,liate man-
ual application, the system being thus uauto-
matie. 

Automatic signals have the electrical  con-
nections established (by the train itself) 
through (a) Track instruments, or 

(b) Track circuits. 
The track instrument is shown in Plate 

70, and is simply a lever one end of which is 
depressed as the wheel tread nresses on it; 
the other end through suitable devices,  makes 
or breaks an electrical circuit which effects 
the desired chanf,,e in the position of the  sig-
nal. 	The lever L depressed by :!heel lifts 
(or kicks) piston S upwards, air in the cylin-
der passes from above to below S through  open- 
ing Y and post X, when S covers Y further  lift-
ing is resisted by the air cushion above. 	As 
S falls its action is retarded by the air be-
low it whose escape seems to be regulated for 
that purpose. 	The upper right hand figure 
shows that S in rising, by means of its  coni-
cal top presses against the roller of A and 
revolves this swinging arm so as to result  in 
the spring B pressing against its anvil C  mak-
ing a closed circuit from button 1 to button  2. 
Apparently this instrument when acted on  by 
the first wheal of a moving train will  have 
the circuit closed (as shown here) and the 
piston  3 will fall slowly enough so that  the 
contact of  3  and C will not be broken  betwoen 
the  time  of  passage  of two consecutive  wheels 
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of a moving train. 
Plate 71 shows a simple application of 

the track instrument. 	S shows the signal 
ka disc) operated by magnets; D is the track 
instrument opposite it, whose function is to 
throw the signal to danger. 	13 is a similar 
track instrument to throw signal to uoleary 
when the train reaches B. 	The instrument B 
is like that shown on Plate 70. 	In D the nor- 
mal position is closed, and a wheel passing 
serves to break the circuit. 	X is battellr, 
R is relay. 	Normally (top view) closed cir- 
cuit is from X through 5 - r - r - 4 - PI- P - 
- 5 - S - 2 - E - 1 - to X again. The cur-
rent through R maintains P'P in contact, 
through S it holds signal at safety. 	When a 
car wheel breaks contact at E, R is demagne-
tized, And contact P'P is lost; signal S also 
drops to danger. 	This is shown in the middle 
figure of Plate 71. 	Renewal of contact E 
fails to open circuit since contact P'P is 
still lost. 	When car wheel makes contact C 
at track instrument B, a closed circuit is es-
tablished through x - 5 - r - r - 6 -C-1 to 
X again and contact PIP is reestablished. 
The signal S does not go to safety so long as 
contact C is maintained, because signal S of-
fers =eh resistance, and relay R little. 	The 
current (nearly all of it) flows through C and 
not until contact C is broken, is there enough 
current throu7h 3 to operate signal. 	The 
signal, therefore, is at danger until the 
wheels have all passed. 

The'lower figure of Plate 71, shows an 
additional feature in a switch  instrument G. 
Appamntly after the switch is thrown the sig-
nal can be brought to safety only through the 
action of B. 	Plate 72 shows a switch instru- 
ment. 

The Hall Signal Co., has used track in-
struments in earlier installations, and P2ates 
70 and 71 are taken from their catalogue and 
the . signal shown is of a type frequertIy used 
by them. 	It should be understood that Plate 
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71 is shown by them and here also only to show 
simply in a preliminary way a schcne of opera-
tion that can be easily uncUrstood. 	The form 
of signal  is better  shown  in  Plates  73-74-75. 
The  typo is  most properly known as  a  "disc" 
signal. A more common desimation among rail-
road men in gensral is "banjo signal". 	No 
formal explanation seems necessary here. 

The "Track Circuit" arran7ement to  accom-
plish a similar result can bo understood  by 
reference to Plate 76. 	In Pig. 16, there  is 
a close.'. circuit from battery through lower 
rail, relay and upper, rail bath to battery. 
The relay allows the sirmal battery to  hold 
the signal at safety. 	When connection  is 
made between the two rails the relay fails  to 
act on account of the short curcuit through 
the rails, the circuit from battery to  signal 
is broken, and the signal goes to danger. 	A 
broken rail, or almost any defect of  apparatus 
will have the effect of breaking 	circuit 
and throwing the signal to danger which  is con-
sidered a desirable feature in all signalling. 
An open switch can readily be arranged to  have 
the sale  result. 	7hen the train passes out 
of the section, the signal again goes to  safe- 
ty. 	It will be observed that a break in  the 
rails is shown at each end of the section. 
When the rail circuit system is used, the 
joints at each end of  the section are  "insulat-
ed"  by interposing some non-conducting  sub-
stance  between the rails and the joint  pieces, 
so  .that each section will be insulated from 
the other sections adjoining. 	To get  good 
results in freedom from rssist.nce, it  is 
found necessary to connect two abutting  rails 
within a section by means of wires (bond  -mires) 
generally of copper. 	The matter of  insula- 
tion has been the 'cause of a good deal  of 
study, end tha bonding of rails is slso  a mat- 
ter worthy  of  defi.iite attention. 	3<dnd wires 
under  hcavy traffic  tend to worn. loose.  Plate 
77 will give some  idea of bonding  and of insu-
lation of joints. 
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The simple arrangement shown either for 
the "Track Inetruzent" or the "Rail Circuit" 
systei has serious defects. 	In the Truck In- 
strument system, for instance, the forward 
wheel of a train lust stopping may set the 
signal (behind it) to safety, 8nd the whole 
train behind it rill stand in the section for 
which a clear signal is shown. 	If a train 
breaks in two and the forward part runs to the 
track instrtheent, a clear sienel results, al-
though most of train may stand in the  section 
and perhaps at soeae very dangerous point. The 
same thing  is true even of  P controlled manual 
block system, unless solething of the rail cir- 
cuit system is combined with it. 	The rail 
circuit system is not subject to these criti-
cisms and e.ppears to be accepted as superior 
for  automatic signals. 	The simple system 
shorn above is, however, subject to the defect 
that a train standing barely within the second 
section is in danger from a following train if 
the signal (nearly opposite the beginning of 
the section) cannot be seen soon enough to al-
low the following train to stop in time to o- 
void en accident. 	The remedy is to adopt 
Boise system which is necessarily more complicat-
ed so that the first train cannot free  the 
back signal es soon se it passes into the next 
section; it must pass beyond to the length of 
an additional (short) section called an "over-
lap" before the back signal can be cleared. 
The trein is then nlweys protected by a signal 
at Bender and far  enough  behind it to allow 
the following train to stop even if the engi-
neer sees the danger signal only when abreast 
of it; es may be the case in fog, or under 
some other unfavorable circumstonces of weather 
or perhaps of topography. 

Plate 78 shows the wiring for such an ar-
rangement. 	A serious disadvantage and also 
an element of danger in this arrangement ex-
ists in the feet that the engineer does not 
see his signel  more  as  he passes it,  because 
it does not move until the front of his train 
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is 1500 feet (or whatever may be the length of 
overlap) past the signal. 	The defect is cur- 
ed in part by introducine* another signal (tell- 
tale) at the end of the section. 	The engineer 
can see this move, and its position of danger 
behind the trai; is a. protection as well as an 
indication of the position of the other signal. 
A sGill better arrangement is to have the nover-
lapu schema more complete by the device of an 
overlap section, which is a complete section 
insulatecl like any other section. 	A train 
running over the line 	then pass over the 
main section or block (of considerable length), 
then over the overlap section (only of suffi-
cient length to se felt' stop a train), then 
over the next main  block section then over  the 
next overlap, end on in this order  indefinite-
ly. 	Plate 79 shows two methods of wiring 
which have been used by the Union Co. for 
track circuit end overlap block signalling, 
the lower scheme being thoughtmore desirable. 
The arrangement and changes in circuits due to 
the passage of the train are not difficult, 
and  are left as a study or problem instead of 
being explained here. 

The upper fifeure in Plata 80 ehows an 
older erreneement of the Hall Company for  an 
overlap scheme, and the wiring includes a 
switch with its switch instrument. 	The lower 
figure shows an overlap scheme (an old one  of 
the Hall Company) where track instruments are 
used. The arrangement is more elaborate than 
seems necessary for the track circuit scheme. 
An exelanatione of the circuits may be of  ad- 
ventaee. 	3 C represents the overlap. 	The 
signals 1 — 3 — 5 are ell "clear" in the  nor- 
mal position shown in Plate 78. 	The normal 
circuit is battery X, wire 1, magnets E, point 
contact e' e, -Tire 2, magnets G, closecl spring 
contact p1 7ire 4, instrument a, wire 5,  signal 

1 wire 6 connecting back to X; contacts e'e 
and p are dependent upon having- n closed 
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circuit through E and G; if E is demagnetized 
contact e'e is destroyed; if G is demagAetiz-
ed ant in addition H is magnetized then eon—
tact p is lost and contact 0 is established. 
When train passes A, treck instrument a' has 
contact established but the effect of this t 
felt only on the back section. 	Track instru- 
ment a has contact broken, the circuit though 
signal 1 is broken and the signal goes to dan- 
eer. 	The breaking of the circuit deleagnetiz- 
JS E and C so that contest ere is lost Red p 
will later be lost as will be described later. 
When the train has passed A and the contact a 
is avin established, si7nel 1 still remains 
at danger duo to the loss of contact e'e. 
When train passes sienal 3 contact b is lost, 
and aienel 3 goes to danger. In addition to 
this contact b' is established. 	There is 
then e closed circuit as folloes: battery X, 
wire 7, magnet H, •ire 8, track instnement b', 
wire 6, back to X (passing end of wire 11). 
The magnetization of magnet H establishes con- 
tact 0 and eeestroys contact p. 	"hen the 
train has passed R the only permanent result 
is the estoblishaent of contact 0 and the loss 
of contact p. 	When train reaches C at the 
end of the overlap, there is found e eloped 
circuit from battery X through wire 1, magnet 
D, -giro 12, wire 9, track instrument o, wire 6 
return to battery. Another close circuit 
also exists; battery X, *rare 1, magnet E, con—
teat 0, 'ire 9, track instrument c and wire 6 
back  to  X. 	The magnetization of magnet D es- 
teblishes cont pot d'd and of magnet E, contact 
e'e. 	Nov fi:SIosed circuit is in  operation; 
battery X, wire 1, magnet E, confect  e'e, wire 
2, magnet G, contact d' d, wire 11 Rnd back to 
X. 	ror the time being the contact p does not 
eTist, but an soon as 0 becomes magnetized (H 
was deiaagnetized when  the train  passed B) the 
contact C is destroyed, contact p is again es-
tablished normally as in the beginning and 
signal 1 goes to .safety again. 

The interloc::ing relay instrument is 
shown in Plate 81 A one of these is the Hall 
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and the other the Union type. 
In all cases shown thus far the normal 

position of the signal has been "clear" and 
'  the siemal has gone to danger as the train 

passed. 	With the tract circuit systems, the 
circuit has been  normally open and  any acci-
dent to the line by short circuits proeucsd by 
wires crossing would cause the signal to go to 
danger the same as if a train were on the 
track; a break in the wire, a break in any 
rail would break the circuit and the signal 
would go to danger. 	It is a general princi- 
ple to be observed in signalling (as previous-
ly stated) that any defect of apparatus should 
lead to a "danger" position of the signal. 
One possible  danger is that a signal left a 
long time at safety might, in a sleet storm, 
become feozen and fixed in the safety position. 
Furthermore there is some waste (in cost of 
battery) in maintaining a signal circuit as a 
closed circuit. 	This would be true espe- 
cially where there are a few trains a day. 
As a result of these and perhaps other consid-
erations, a system has been devised called a 
"Normel danger" system, as distinguished from 
the "normal clear" system such as have already 
been considered. 	Plate 82 shows from an early 
Hall Coupany's cataloue what is called then 
the "Wilson Self Indicating Track Circuit  Sys- 
tem",- which is a "normal danger" system. 	It 
bhoeld be understood. that .  in a. normal  danger 
system ),  Ilia signal remnins at claner:only.un‘r 
til the Approaching train is one blue  lf-  away; 
the train then acts on a track ciro'4t in  such 

way Pa  to throw the signal ahead to clear, 
80 that as the train 4ore closely sPrroaohes, 
the signal 7,ives the proper clear indication 
1=1.20  the block ahead le occupied), The 
Coulann srrangement as already suggested  has 
been for an open  circuit where no train is 
near* 	_The  approaching train irk the  "normAX 
dan,letm  system has the effect of  apsing'the 
circuit, in which case  the signal ahead is 
brought to safety. 	As n closed circuit is 
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neceaaary for a safe signal, the general con-
ditiene of good zAgnal oraatice are maintained, 
as any aetact of awaTatus may be expected to 
prevoat a acleacro s ,  gnat. 	PlaAe 82 shows the 
"Wileon eyatam" refaxred to abcva. 	Its ac- 
tion dee...3 not raautae special oaaaneUon. 

The advantages and diaadvantages of the anor-
mai cIaav" and "normal dangarn easens are a 
subject of diecusaion or controvo2sy between 
sinal companies and between signal engineers, 
and the advantage is not in all points in fa-
vor of either system. 

The systems described appear to have 
reached a point quite satisfactory looking 
ftem the standpoint of safety. 	Fodern re- 
qu:_rements on a road with many and esrecially 
with fast trains look hard at "convenience" of 
operation also, and from this standpoint, the 
engine runner needs earlier information than 
is given him by a single signal controlling a 

block. 	For fast trains, therefore, two sig- 
nals are required for each block, the "home 
signal" at the beginning of the block and the 
"distant signal" at an appropriate  distance 
preceding it. 	Where a line is divided into a 
series of blocks each consisting of  (a) a long 
main section (insulated) and (b) a shorter 
overlap section (separately insulated), a com-
mon arrangement is to place the distant signal 
at the beginninfof the ahort (overlap) section 
and the home cIrnal at the end of the overlap 
and beginning of the longer main section. The 
early assurance of a clear route for some dis-
tance ahead, which is given by a  distant  sig-
nal is of considerable advantage in fast run-
ning; a block not clear is protected by two 
signals, one of which (the distant) is a warn-
ing only and does not demand an immediate stop; 
the second (home) indicates a train close by, 
in advance;. any train passing a. home signal 
at danger (if the rules allot this) must ex-
pect to catch sight of the earlier  train at 
any moment, and must be under very complete 
control for a sudden stop, 
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Plate 35 gives some idea of the positions 
of hem and distant signals of the Hall type. 
The general sketch shows track instrumento, 
while the sketch of wiring is arranged  ter' 
track circuits and will be referred to later. 
The forms of the Hall signal have been. shown  -
in Plate 73. 	The Union Switch and Signal Co. 
have somewhat similar signals in the'Eamer 
Signal shown in Plate 84, end the Disc;  SUaal 
shown in Plate 83. 	Plate 87 from the Ca5a- 
logue of the Union Company shows various ar-
rangements of signal systems and of signal;. 
A shows disc signal, B banner, and C  semaphore 
signals in various positions. 	D shows a 
track with switch, and with wiring, for :.ordinary 
track circuit system. 	This differs fro n the 
Hall only in the fact that the Hall carries 
the circuit through a .witch inetrument. 
Some of the Switch Companies claim that throw-
ing the switch may fail to make good enough 
connection between switch rail and stock _rail. 
unless the contact is reasonbly good, enough 
current will still flow through the relay mag-
net to hold the signal in the clear poci::ion 

an 	
the switch is thrown and constitutes 

an element of danger in the block. 	Referring 
still to Plate 87 line 1 shows a .Hnormal dan- 
ger" system. 	The symbols for the insulation 
at the end of the main block and the other oymr-
bol for the insulation at the end of the ovor- 
lap will be apparent. 	The gap within the 
block just back of S 6 is intended to repre- 
sent a broken rail. 	The effect of the va- 
rious trains and of the broken rail will be 
evident from a study of the diagram. Line 2 
is a similar arrangement for a "normal clears , 

 system. 
Line 3 Hnormal danger" and line 4 "normal 

clear" go together, and illustrate the use of 
the distant signal. 

When the "blocks" are short, as  they will 
be where a frequent traffic must be provided 
for, two signals are put in the same post, the 
home signal for one section and the distant 
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signal for the home signal next ahead. The 
"main block" and the veverlapo cease to exist 
separately as every block is used as the over-
lap for the block next to it. 	Lines 5 (ne.s- 
mal danger) and 6 (normal clear) illurteate 
this case, which is the case shown in Pi.e.te 86 
(Hall Co.), which requires but little explana- 
tion. 	It is evident that a train entering 
(at right end of block) will put both home and 
distant signals at danger. 	When the train 
passes into next station to left, the first 
home signal will go to safety but  not the first 
distant signal,  which is on the same circuit 
with the second home signal and•must remain at 
danger whenever that does. 	Plate 87 fails. 
however, to show still another system somewhat 
similar in  character, and which meets with 
great favor with some signal engineers and 
which is shown in Plate 89. 	Here one signal 
only is shown on a post, every ubloc•u is also 
used as an "overlap" and the single signal on 
the post is a "three position" signal, being 
used alternately (to all intents and purposes) 
as horse and distant signal. 	Plate 88 shows 
the three positions;  danger horizontal; cau- 
tion inclined; safety vertical. 	While 
strongly advocated by some excellent signal 
engineers, this system does not yet (l9e4) re- 
ceive either  general endorsement or  very se-

rious disapprobation. 
The American Railway Engineering and Main-

tenance of Way Association's report of Signal 
Committee, with the discussion  following, seems 
to indicate that opinion  is somewhat evenly 
divided as to the vertical or the inclined po-
sition of the semaphore to indicate safety. 
The vertical safety position means a drop of 
900  and this seems necessary if the three po-
sition scheme is to  be adopted erith cauticn 
and safety both shown by dropping the blade. 
Horizontal danger; 45° caution; 90° safety 
seem pretty nearly dictated if this schelac is 
to be carried out. 

It has not seemed desirable in these notes 
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6Xetcheial for the 71ring of sr_ the 
various systems shown in Plates 8R — 89. Mf-
ferent signal companies adopt different sesemes, 
and some railroads are lifsely to arranEm sp 
cial schemes of their own. 	Parther than this 
a scheme in use this year may give way is a 
new one next year. Enough has been shown to 
give an idea of what is needed, and a further 
idea of what measures have been taken to 'skeet 
the needs. 	Of the for 	of signals, disc, 
banner, semaphore, it is thought by many that 
there is an advantage in having a form for 
block signalling different from that used for 
interlocking, 	With interlocking signals, no 
train should be allowed to pass any home sig- 
nal at danger. 	Where signals ars out of order, 
hand signals will supersede them. 	In block 
signalling the opportunity for derangement of 
automatic signals is sufficient so that the 
system must be made "permissiveff c  train being; 
allowed after a stated interval of time, to 
enter a block where the signal is at danger, 
but :lowly and with continued caution. 	The 
disc in the "banjo'.* signal is very light in 
weight and can be operated very easily and is 
well protected from the weather, and meets 
with much favor. 	The semaphore is superior 
in visibility and is likely to continue in fa-
vor with very many railroad and signal men. 
The electric circuits in automatic signals is 
not usually relied on to directly furnish the 
power to operate the signals. 	Some of these 
are rorked by clockwork as shown in Plats 84 
for the banner signal of the Union Compan -s. 
The weight is wound up by hand from tine to 
time, and the signal movements are effnotod 
by the release of the weight in the instyument, 
brought about by the electric circisit, 	In 
other plants compressed air does the work the 
electric circsits controlling the valves for 
the air. 	In other cases, a special current 
from a dynamo acting on a actor at the signal, 
takes the place of the compressed air. 	The 
Rail Company is just now making a specialty of 
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carbonic acid gas to work the signals. 	This 
is sent. out in evlinders under high compres-
sion. 	Tia Bostor and A::aany railroad 71as re- 
cently (1906 — 1604) ev.ipped part of Ito line 
in this way. 	The details in all these canes 
do not sects to be mattwa's desirable for empia-
nation here. 

The several systems of automatic signals 
shown have been applicable to double track 
railroad only. 	Several railroads have arl.opt- 
ed automatic block signals for single track 
lines, and Plate 93 shows a form of wiring 
that has been used by the Hall Conpany, De-
tailed understanding of its working can easily 
be studied cut. 	Many signal engineers otijeet 
to any system of automatic block signals for 
single track lines, and there woald appear to 
be  good  reaoon  for  objection. 	In an auto- 
matic system, the signals are not under the im-
mediate control of any operator, and a derange-
ment of apparatus must occur occasionally and 
will not be known until reported by the train 
men. 	The train in such case must enter ("per- 
missive block") a block whose signal is at 
danger. 	This may be done with comparative 
safety on double track lines. 	On single 
track line two trains occupying  a  block at the 
saale time may be approaching each other, and 
under some circumstances at considerable speed; 
a crooked road, fog, or other  unfavorable 
conditians famish the other elements neces-
sary for a head—on collision. where the sig-
nals have been giving trouble and both  engi-
neers know  this,  (the  signals  for both  trains 
are probably out of order together) the engi-
neers are likely to run by with less caution 
than is necessary, as they depend  somewhat on 
the fact that the danger signal doesn't mean . 

much as it is generally out  of  order. 	For 
single  track  line,  the device best recommended 
is the "train staff" or the"train tablet". In 
England many years since it was customary for 
a "pilot" to go with any train which  used the 
block upon which he worked. As he could be 
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on one  train only at e time, safety was se-
cured. 	17here saverel treins run ( for in- 
stance) eat before a train returneed_ running 
rest, the pilot issued tickets ^or the first 
and second treins, but went himself with the 
third am l last train. 	No train could come in 
the opposite direction as no ticket could be 
handed out except by the one pilot. 	If a 
fourth train CO :2A bound oast, it must wait un-
til the pilot returned, on horse beck if ell 
return trains were cut off by accident or 
other unsuspected delay. 	A Teter cevelopment 
Was to send e "train staff" instead of the man. 
This was a mod of convenient length,  and  saved 
the we es of the npilotn. 	Tickets 'for first 
or  second trains could be furnished  from  a 
Pocket in the hollow end of the  staff. 	Im- 
provements have been made from tine to  time 
until now, the operation of the train  staff 
system is substantially this; No  train can 
enter the block without the staff, or  without 
a staff. 	As several trains may pass station 
A bound east before any train passes station A 
bound west, more than one train staff must be 
kept at each station. 	A staff machine or 
staff holder is placed at each end of every 
block, and these two machines ehould be dupli-
cates.  Each  station will thus  have two  ma-
chines, one  for  the east block, one  for  the 
west block. 	These will not be alike. 	Each 
machine has several staffs. 	Any staff will 
fit  its machine (or duplicate machine) only. 
The  two mechincs at the two  ends  of .any block, 
are electrically interlocked. 	When  a staff 
is taken from one machine, no  other staff  can 
be taken  from  either iascl-dne until the  first 
staff is relaced in one machine or the other. 
Train 1 bound east takes its staff;  train  2 
bound east arrives but cannot .et another 
staff until train 1 has reached the next sta-
tion, has delivered its staff, and the staff 
has been placed in the machine there. 	Then 
one staff may be taken from either machine, 
but the  staff  taken from either,  at  once locks 
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both. 	The tablet machine is entirely similar 
in principle but has a flat tablet instead of 
a staff. 	alither staff or tablet must be re- 
ceivud by, or dellarered to, a train running 
at some speed, and arrangements are =ode for 
doing this, sorietiues in similar fashion to 
the arrangeelent for pic'eine up a mail hag. 
This system of train staff is in succesieUl 
use on several feeeisican railroads and gives 
excellent satisfaction for tingle track work-
ing. 

The positions of the signals should be 
arranged with a great deal of care, which is 
necessary in order to secure the nroper har-
mony o safety and convenience. 	It is pretty 
nearly true that the length of block should be 
arranged, with reference to grades and curves 
and other matters, so that trains will follow 
each other with a uniform time interval between 
them. 	A safe space interval (which is what 
is required) gill come pretty close to a uni-
form time interval, where grades and curves 
pre considered. 	Signals must also be placed 
where they can be seen to advantage, and topo- 
graphical conditions control this. 	The align- 
ment of the railroad, cuts, buildings, car 
sidings, all effect this. 	The background for 
a signal is important as well as an open ap-
proach; signals in the outside of long; carves 
are not easily visible. 	rurthermore the po- 
sitions of interlocking signals must be con-
sidered, and to some extent the positions of 
station buildings, although the latter may be 
of minor importance on a line of large traffic 
where manual blocking is attended to in spe-
cial signal cabins and not at the stations; 
the stopping of trains at stations of course 
is an element in fixing the length of block. 
The interlocking signals should form a harmo- 
nious feature in connection with the block sys-
tem, and 'rill have considerable influence on 
the location of the block signals. 

A reconnaissance should be made first and 
a train at moderate speed gill farnish oppor- 
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timity to do this. 	Apparently the plan and 
Proj7ile of the line will furnish a chance for 
a preltainary stady. 	tfter a previsional 
scheme has been adopted a further 
same should be made in the same vty, 
atglish railroads have gone so far as to :tk't 
up models at all proposed sif;*aal lecations, 
and the final reconnaissance (or fiaaa aeea-
tion) is practically a test of the apparent 
convenience and safety of the locations as 
thus viewed from a train approaching these 
signals. 	The expense involved would be fully 
;justified in  very  many cases. 

Reforrina again to the subject of train 
order signals, in connection with location, 
Plate 01 shows several errangeuents for train 
order signals at stations. 	It is well to 
call special attention to rig. 4, which is a 
very convenient arrangemant. A train stopping 
at the station is held until the "advance" sig-
nal goes to safety, and need not wait until a 
preceding train has passed the next station. 
Neither is it necessary for h  follow:LT-1E 
train to wait at the station back of thial. 
It may follow at speed to the distant signal 
and with caution as far as the home signal, by 
which time the train ;;Ilich has bean at the 
station may have moved on. 	It 7111 rot be 
out of blase in this connection to again all 
attention to the fact that an effective system 
of signals is aemanded very often on the score 
of convenience and economy of operation and 
not always mainly for safety, although in many 
cases (perhaps aost cases) this is the con-
trolling consideration. 
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